
VOLLEYBALL  
LIBERO (LEE-BRO) TRACKER DUTIES 

(NFHS Rule 5-6) 

Art. 1 Pre-match: The Libero Tracker shall: 
 a. Report to referee at least 20 prior to match starting time 
 b. Enter on tracking sheet starting players in proper serving order 
 
Art. 2 Position: Shall be seated at the officials table next to the score keeper 
 
Art. 3 During the game the libero tracker  shall: 
 a. Record libero replacements and substitutions 
 b. Notify umpire during 1st dead ball of discrepancy with replacement 
 c.  Notify the umpire if the libero does not remain out of the game for one rally between 
      replacements, unless the libero is replacing the player in the right back position and  
      will serve the next rally. 
 d. Notify scorer to sound a signal when ball contacted if improper replacement  
 

THE LIBERO TRACKER 
 Must sit at the official’s table next to the score keeper. 

 Can not be the score keeper. 

 Could be the clock operator/timer but must sit at the official’s table. 

 Is the responsibility of the home/host school. 
 

 Communication between competing schools regarding the use of the libero player prior to a 
match is strongly recommended. 

 

NO LIBERO TRACKER = NO LIBERO! 
 

LIBERO TRACKING INSTRUCTIONS 
 
 1. Enter Home & Visiting team in the tracking sheet. 
 2. Next to L: put the number being used for the that game. If no libero is being used, no tracking 
 will take place. 
 3. Enter in the “SP” column the staring players for each team. This should be an exact match of  the line-
 up on the score sheet. 
 4. When a libero enters the game as a replacement, cross off the number of the player the libero  is 
 replacing and put “L” on the line next to the number. 
 5. The player the libero comes into the game for can only be the libero replacement. Record the  number 
 of the player that must be the same number of the player as the number crossed  out before the 
 “L” (i.e., 23L23). Think “sandwich”. 
 6. When the libero is replaced (again by the same player) the “L” is crossed out and the number  of the 
 player is next entered on the line. 
 7.  If the libero serves, place a triangle around the serving order position in which the libero served.  
 8. The libero tracker also records all substitutions. When a player (not a libero) is substitutes out 
 of the game, her number is crossed off and the player’s number entering the game is written on 
 the line. 
 9. There are unlimited libero replacements but only 18 substitutions per game. 
10. NOTE: A different libero can be designate for each game but the designation must be made on 
 the line-up sheet when it is submitted before the game. 
 

LIBERO TRACKING SHEETS ARE AVAILABLE @ 
www.kshsaa.org (VOLLEYBALL/ANNOUNCEMENTS) 

 

 

http://www.kshsaa.org/

